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Times’ Krugman Sees Obama as a Victim of Unfair Press
By Roger Aronoff

W

e have always said that there’s a place for
bias in the media, and it belongs under the
category of “commentary,” or “opinion,” usually on the op-ed page (which is short for, opposite
the editorial page). Often, however, those opinions
are right in line with the newspaper’s perspective, and
that is certainly the case with a recent New York Times
column.
This year has hardly been a victory lap for President
Obama, but the Times’ Paul Krugman would like his
readers to view it as such. “You should judge leaders
by their achievements, not their press, and in terms of
policy substance Mr. Obama is having a seriously good
year,” writes Krugman. “In fact, there’s a very good
chance that 2014 will go down in the record books as
one of those years when America took a major turn in
the right direction.”
Krugman, you see, believes as we do that the media
are biased. But Krugman believes that the bias is that
the media don’t fawn enough over what he sees as Obama’s great
accomplishments, and that “The accepted thing, it seems, is to
portray Mr. Obama as floundering, his presidency as troubled
if not failed.”
Krugman’s examples are Obama’s signature health reforms,
and his recent regulations on climate change. Ironically, the
same day that Krugman’s column appeared, the Times reported
that the administration was “contacting hundreds of thousands
of people with subsidized health insurance to resolve questions
about their eligibility, as consumer advocates express concern
that many will be required to repay some or all of the subsidies.”
For a family of four earning $80,000, this could mean they have
to repay as much as $2,500 this year, they report.
And this is not the least of the problems plaguing Obamacare.
We have reported on the micro networks which lead to essentially no care under this health care insurance, the price hikes,
as well as the constant problems and cronyism inherent in the
law’s implementation.

As for the climate change rule Krugman refers to, it will cost
500,000 jobs and an average of $1,000 in income per family,
according to the Heritage Foundation. Krugman, however, views
Obama’s new power plant rules as “a real start” in an effort “to
save the planet.” The sad part is, Krugman is far from alone in the
media in believing this nonsense, assuming he actually believes it.
Then there are the scandals that have rocked the administration this year. Even the mainstream media called the Veterans
Affairs health care waiting list scandal a real scandal, although its
attention shifted quickly to other matters. With the IRS scandal,
the Benghazi scandal, the VA scandal, the Bowe Bergdahl trade,
and the first quarter of this year showing negative economic
growth, Krugman cannot credibly call this year a “major turn
in the right direction.”
And don’t forget Russia, Crimea, Syria, Iraq and Iran. Right
direction? Maybe in Krugmanville, but not in the real world.t
Roger Aronoff is the Editor of Accuracy in Media, and a member
of the Citizens’ Commission on Benghazi.

Editor’s Message

in the News
AIM Editor Roger Aronoff
was recently on “Cavuto,” Neil Cavuto’s show on the Fox Business
Network. It was in response to an
article about the “manufactured border crisis.” Cavuto said to Aronoff,
“You’ve written about this brilliantly.”
In the New York Observer, a
weekly newspaper, Aronoff was
cited in an article titled, “Did the
White House Know About the IRS
Emails?“ “Not long ago, the president said he knew nothing about
the IRS target-hunting. Roger
Aronoff reported that both the
White House Chief of Staff and
White House Counsel Ms. Ruemmler knew about the targeting
of conservative groups at least a
month before (the now infamous)
Ms. Lerner ‘planted a question’ regarding the IRS’ abusive actions.”
AIM’s Cliff Kincaid, Director
of the AIM Center for Investigative Journalism, was interviewed by the Voice of America
(VOA) about Putin’s propaganda.
Speaking of the Russian TV network known as RT, Kincaid said,
“RT offers a wide range of lies
aimed at deceiving and misleading the people. Of course, RT is
much better than the Soviet ‘active
measures’ machine. It’s called ‘RT’
and not Russia Today to disguise
their relationship with Russia.”
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Dear Fellow Media Watchdogs:
In recent weeks, Barack Obama appears to be losing his
grip on reality, and his presidency. As the world burns, his
spokesman came out to argue that the world has never been
as tranquil as it is today. Yet all one has to do is look across
the map—from Syria, to Iraq, to Afghanistan, to Russia and
Ukraine, to Iran, to Israel and the Palestinians to see otherwise.
And our tilt to the Pacific is another disaster in the making,
as we have brought China into our military exercises with
traditional allies such as South Korea, Japan and the Philippines.
A manufactured border crisis of Obama’s own making has added to the turmoil.
Then Obama, already on a fundraising frenzy, was invited to go see for himself what
was going on at the border by Texas Governor Rick Perry. But Obama refused, saying
that he’s “not interested in photo ops,” though the day before he had a photo op with
the governor of Colorado, drinking beer and playing pool—just being a regular guy.
His people at the IRS went before Congress and lied repeatedly about the fate
of former IRS executive Lois Lerner’s emails and hard drive, along with those of six
other members of the organization. When a no-nonsense federal judge stepped in
and demanded to know exactly what happened, the story changed yet again. And by
the end of July, some of Lerner’s emails began to leak, showing just what she really
thinks of conservatives.
A new Fox News poll showed that 36% of Americans believe Obama should be
impeached. Many others feel that way, yet believe that it would backfire on Republicans—making Obama into a sympathetic figure—and increase his approval rating,
which has hovered around 40% for months now. The economy is in shambles, except,
ironically, for the “one percent” who are the object of Obama’s and the other leftists’
derision. And of course, Benghazi. The media continue to try to treat it as a phony
scandal, yet it won’t go away. Our Citizens’ Commission on Benghazi has recently
met with whistleblowers from within the military with firsthand knowledge that the
administration has been lying.
What Obama has going for him is a crooked Attorney General, and the two of
them protect each other. By saying that the IRS files were destroyed after the system
supposedly crashed, Obama is saying, “there is nothing you can do to me, other than
try to impeach me.” His latest headache is that his CIA director, John Brennan, was
forced to admit that he had misinformed Senate Intelligence Committee chairperson
Dianne Feinstein when he told her last March that the CIA hadn’t snooped into the
committee’s private computer files. This has led several Democratic senators to call for
his resignation, or an independent investigation. Yet the media continue allowing the
administration to quietly get away with all this, as we are overwhelmed by scandals.t
For Accuracy in Media
Roger Aronoff

Your Letters
To the Editor:
The left uses children in their defense of
Hamas...they use children as emotional
battering rams to bring down our borders...they use them to prop up any and all
government intrusions. Beyond disgusting
from the ones who see themselves as the
“most caring.” They are in fact the most
arrogant liars.
Wyatt

Please send Letters to the Editor to:
Accuracy in Media
Attn: Letters to the Editor
4350 East West Highway #555
Bethesda, MD 20814
or email to info@aim.org
Please keep your submissions to 50 words
or less. Letters may be edited for length.

A Reagan Award for Anti-Reagan Leaker
By Cliff Kicaid

P

resident Reagan will be turning over
in his grave on November 15 when
the second annual “Ronald Reagan
Peace Through Strength Award” is given
to President Obama’s former CIA director
and Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta.
As we noted when Panetta was nominated by Obama for the Pentagon post,
his Congressional career “was dedicated
to fighting Reagan’s defense build-up and
anti-communist policies.”
He is also a notorious leaker, having
disclosed top secret information to Hollywood filmmakers about the Special Forces
raid that killed Osama bin Laden.
The “Ronald Reagan Peace Through
Strength Award” recognizes “the exemplary dedication and service of individuals
in the defense of the United States and
its people.”
In our column, “Panetta’s War on Reagan’s Defense Policies,” we noted that at
a time in the 1980s when Reagan had
said, “In virtually every measure of military power the Soviet Union enjoys a decided advantage,” Panetta was a liberal
California congressman who “sought to
undermine Reagan’s pro-defense policies
at every turn.”
This, of course, is why Obama picked
him.
In addition to his anti-defense record,
Panetta had a relationship with Communist Party figure Hugh DeLacy, who had
ties to Soviet and Chinese intelligence operatives. It was never clear if Senate investigators or the FBI, or both, investigated
Panetta’s background.
DeLacy was one of only two congressmen exposed as a member of the Moscowfunded Communist Party.
We reported that Panetta was so far to
the left that he praised a pro-Soviet “peace
activist,” Lucy Haessler, and had asked
President Jimmy Carter for clemency
for Leonard Peltier, the radical American

Indian activist serving life in prison for
killing two FBI agents.
Why the Ronald Reagan Presidential
Foundation and Library is giving Panetta
an award is beyond comprehension. The
foundation serves as the final resting place
of America’s 40th President.
Panetta was Obama’s Director of the
Central Intelligence Agency from 2009
to 2011, and Secretary of Defense from
2011 to 2013.
As Obama’s CIA Director, he was responsible for an egregious leak of classified information, identifying the unit that
conducted the raid on Osama bin Laden
and the ground commander by name at
a ceremony with Hollywood filmmakers
working on the film, “Zero Dark Thirty,”
known to be present. This information was
classified as top secret.
The film, “Zero Dark Thirty,” was
widely perceived as an attempt to make
the Obama administration look tough
on terror.
The film, “Zero Dark Thirty,”
was widely perceived as an attempt
to make the Obama administration
look tough on terror.
John Hayward’s Human Events article referred to Panetta’s “good leak,” as
perceived by the Obama administration,
versus disclosures about administration
wrong-doing that were being punished.
Judicial Watch obtained a CIA internal report confirming that Panetta had
revealed classified information at the June
24, 2011 bin Laden assault awards ceremony
A draft copy of a Department of Defense Office of the Inspector General report on the Pentagon’s cooperation with
the makers of the film also confirmed that
Panetta had disclosed top secret information about the raid that killed Osama bin
Laden. But the final copy of the report
from the Inspector General contained
nothing about Panetta’s disclosure.
The Project On Government Oversight
obtained the draft copy of the report.
It said Panetta’s disclosures included
“highly classified signals intelligence,” or,
as the draft report put it: “Director Panetta also provided DoD information,
identified by relevant Original Classifica-

tion Authorities as TOP SECRET//SI//
REL TO USA, AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL,
as well as, SECRET/ACCM.”
The “Ronald Reagan Peace Through
Strength Award” is also being given to
Senator John McCain (R-AZ), who has a
pro-defense record marred by his support
of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and
its propaganda arm, Al Jazeera.
The awards to Panetta and McCain
will follow a “Reagan National Defense
Forum” featuring General Martin E.
Dempsey, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff.
Last July it was disclosed that Panetta
was writing a book about his experiences
as CIA Director and defense secretary that
drew an advance of close to $3 million.
Former CIA officer John Kiriakou
wrote a column titled, “I got 30 months
in prison. Why does Leon Panetta get a
pass?,” about how he was sentenced to
prison for disclosing the name of a colleague. He contrasted his case with that
of Panetta, who was never prosecuted for
his disclosures.
One month before he gets the Reagan
award, Panetta is scheduled to receive “one
of the nation’s highest honors,” the William J. Donovan Award, which will be
presented in October at the annual dinner
of The Office of Strategic Services (OSS)
Society in Washington, D.C.
Donovan was the founder and director
of the OSS, the predecessor to the CIA.
A new book, A Very Principled Boy, by
former CIA officer Mark A. Bradley, tells
the story of communist Duncan Lee,
who infiltrated the OSS for the Soviets
and was never prosecuted or convicted.
Communist defector Elizabeth Bentley
exposed Lee, but he continued to deny
serving the communists until his death.
He was eventually exposed definitively as
a Soviet agent by the Venona intercepts of
Soviet messages by the NSA. One of the
Venona messages named Lee, who worked
directly for OSS director Donovan, under
the cover name “Koch.”
Donovan called him a “very principled
boy” who would not betray his country.
The NSA intercepts were not used at
the time to prosecute Lee because of the
need to keep the nature and success of
the surveillance a secret from the Soviets.
“The sad truth,” notes Mark LaRochelle,
“is that Lee was just one of many identicontinued on page 4
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fied Soviet agents in the OSS. Others, as
we now know from numerous impeccable
sources, included Maurice Halperin, Carl
Marzani, Franz Neumann, Helen Tenney,
Julius and Bella Joseph and Lee’s Oxford
classmate, Donald Niven Wheeler.”

In fact, says historian Harvey Klehr,
there were at least 16 Soviet agents in the
OSS.
The Office of Strategic Services Society
says it exists to educate the American public “regarding the continuing importance

of strategic intelligence and special operations to the preservation of freedom in this
country and around the world.”t
Cliff Kincaid is the Director of the AIM
Center for Investigative Journalism.

Mr. Milbank’s Muddled Misfire
By Roger Aronoff

W

hen conservatives taunt Muslims
in the room, they apparently
thank them for their questions,
and say, “Well, I’m glad to see you’re representing Muslims in this company.” This
is then translated by the press into the
“ugly taunting” of an innocent American
University law student who just wanted
to ask a question which was, by the way,
off the topic of the panel at hand.
Chris Plante, on his Washington-based
WMAL radio show, remarked the next
day that he and the panel should have
said that her question regarding Muslims
wasn’t on topic and moved on. Then,
Plante asserted, The Washington Post’s
Dana Milbank would have had to come
up with a different smear. (Plante was the
moderator of the panel held by the Benghazi Accountability Coalition (BAC) at
The Heritage Foundation on June 16th.)
Indeed, Milbank takes delight in smearing conservatives, and prefers to target
their character instead of addressing the
substance of their message. When Accuracy in Media and the Citizens’ Commission on Benghazi held a conference
on the Benghazi attacks last September,
Milbank impugned the group as a bunch
of conspiracy theorists. Apparently, he
must shoot the messenger if he can’t address the message. But that is a strategy
best reserved for the leftist Media Matters,
not The Washington Post. As I remarked
then, “Milbank is the reporter the Post
usually sends out to cover events where
conservatives gather so he can offer his
sarcastic little commentaries to belittle
the people involved.”

Thus, Milbank starts his latest column with “Representatives of prominent conservative
groups converged on the Heritage Foundation on Monday
afternoon for the umpteenth
in a series of gatherings to draw
attention to the Benghazi controversy.” Clearly, Milbank is already bored with what he views
as a phony scandal and looking
for something to spice up his column.
Saba Ahmed, a questioner in the audience, provided him with the perfect opportunity, presenting herself as an American University law student—a position
that Milbank parroted in his column. But
this was a lie by omission—or sheer lack
of journalism. Milbank fails to note that
Ahmed ran for Congress in Oregon, is a
leftist activist, runs her own lobbying firm,
and was close to the Christmas bomber
terrorist, facts all recounted in an AIMexclusive column by James Simpson.
In a blatant misrepresentation of the
facts, Milbank writes that “One questioner
said he had heard that Gen. Carter Ham,
then-commander of U.S. Africa Command, had been ‘placed under house arrest’ at the time of the Benghazi attack.”
“‘I’ve heard the same story,’ Plante seconded,” continues Milbank. He then fails
to point out that Plante turned to Citizens’
Commission on Benghazi Member Clare
Lopez, a retired CIA officer, to dispel this
rumor and clear the air regarding General
Ham. Readers are instead left with the
impression that the panelists believe this
rumor.
Instead, he impugns Lopez for saying
that “perpetrators of the attack are ‘sipping
frappes with journalists in juice bars.’”
This was a reference to the CNN’s infamous interview of Ahmed Abu Khatalla,
perpetrator of the Benghazi attacks, at a
public coffee shop in that city. This demonstrates Milbank’s lack of knowledge of
basic facts about the Benghazi case at the
time, which is probably why he steered
clear of the subject.

Milbank attempted to recover himself
on Al Sharpton’s show on MSNBC by
noting that Abu Khattala had already been
captured by military commandos over the
weekend, a fact not made known by the
Post until June 17—the day after Milbank
wrote his column.
Members of the media were quick
to pick up Milbank’s story of Muslim
victimization occurring at the Heritage
Foundation event, which was, in this
case, organized by the BAC. “The Heritage Hate Panel Features Two Leading Islamophobes,” wrote Dean Obeidallah for
The Daily Beast. “Why has hate become a
part of mainstream conservatism?” he asks.
Obeidallah uses the Southern Poverty Law
Center and Media Matters as his sources.
SPLC labels Frank Gaffney and others as
“Islamophobes” for their beliefs, and calls
Gaffney “the anti-Muslim movement’s
most paranoid propagandist.”
This is how Gaffney began his response
to Ahmed at Heritage: “Well, I’m glad to
see you’re representing Muslims in this
company. I don’t want to speak for anybody else but myself, but I think I can
say safely that there isn’t anybody on this
panel that thinks that all Muslims are the
problem, and I certainly don’t. ... ”
And then, at Salon.com, Joan Walsh
wrote in “The right’s hateful freak show:
Dana Milbank vs. Heritage Foundation’s
abuse” that “the firestorm over Milbank’s
column shows how hard even nominally
mainstream reporters will work to excuse
increasingly unhinged rhetoric on the
right.” She disagrees with Dylan Byers
of Politico, who criticized Milbank for
misrepresenting the panel.
Byers’ column is a rare breath of fresh
air from a normally complicit mainstream
media; analyzing the video, Byers takes
apart Milbank’s column and says that
the electronic evidence does not match
his conclusions. “Video of that panel has
since surfaced and—in my view—Milbank grossly misrepresented the nature of
that exchange,” writes Byers. “In fact, it’s
worth noting that Ahmed didn’t appear
continued on page 5
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at all troubled or upset at the end of the
exchange.”
Milbank tweeted back to Byers that he
would be happy to provide an audio in
which Ahmed communicated afterwards
that she felt “targeted.” How targeted can
you feel when you bring the issue up entirely by yourself? After all, the subject of
the panel discussion was Benghazi, not
the state of Muslim-American relations.
But apparently the release of the video
was not enough to quiet complaints, and
MSNBC was sure to pick up the story.
“It’s like the greatest hits of a far-right
website!” remarked Sharpton about the
panel. He failed to show the conciliatory
responses that panelists made to Ahmed
and cut right to Brigitte Gabriel’s Germany comparison—cutting out that Gabriel
also mentioned Russia, China and Japan.

Milbank went on the Al Sharpton show
and said that Byers didn’t know what he
was talking about because he didn’t attend,
and based his analysis on a nine-minute
video clip. Milbank said that it “devolved
into this sort of Muslim baiting gradually
over the entire thing.”
I was there. As a matter of fact, I was
standing about five feet from Ms. Ahmed
during most of the exchange. And while
the audience clearly was supportive of
Gaffney and Gabriel, Milbank’s characterization that “the reaction in the crowd—
the long, standing ovation, the cheers for
Gabriel, the fingers pointed at Ahmed,
the war whoops—was intense, and a bit
scary,” is absurd. I urge people to read
Byers’ column for a detailed analysis of
what was actually said—and not said—
and watch the video. Ms. Ahmed wasn’t

attacked or jeered.
Actually, once this panel—and Ahmed’s
question—were over, all questions returned to Benghazi, as well they should.
You can view the entire event on the Heritage website for yourself.
The press is geared toward sensationalism, and this is understandable. But Milbank’s misrepresentation of the facts is
inexcusable. Those arguing that Heritage
represents hate and anti-Muslim bias continue to base their “facts” on the misrepresentations of Media Matters, the SPLC,
and Milbank himself—whose reputation,
such as it is, is at stake. They should all be
taken with a grain of salt.t
Roger Aronoff is the Editor of Accuracy
in Media, and a member of the Citizens’
Commission on Benghazi. He can be contacted at roger.aronoff@aim.org.

Obama’s Manufactured Border Crisis
By Bethany Stotts

T

he Obama administration is causing
yet another crisis by allowing pregnant illegal immigrants and illegal
immigrant parents with young children to
stay in the United States to await 30-day
hearings they will probably never show up
for. This is, in many cases, not enforceable.
After all, if the pregnant women were to
have their children while in the United
States, these babies would automatically
become American citizens. (Fox News reports, “Many of them are in the advanced
stages of pregnancy” and seeking just that.)
With the so-called DREAM regulations
created by President Obama, a brighter
future lies ahead for many children who
were brought here illegally by their parents
in the past. Amidst the influx of new illegal
immigrants, “Vice President Joe Biden
plans to travel to Guatemala to convince
young people there that they will not receive the same treatment if they come to
the United States now,” reports National
Review.
And we have learned that Immigration and Customs Enforcement released
36,000 immigrants, some with criminal
records, back into the U.S. last year.
If you’re an unaccompanied minor, or
in legalese an unaccompanied alien child
(UAC), you can count on social services
and pro-bono legal support to help you
stay in the country and reunite with relatives who already live here. “Our orga-

nization, Safe Passage Project,
finds that nearly 90 percent of
the unaccompanied minors we
meet who are facing deportation qualify for immigration
relief, allowing them to remain
in the United States legally,”
Safe Passage Project Director
Lenni Benson told The New
York Times last month. How
many illegal alien parents will
choose to go this route to ensure that their
children have a chance at U.S. citizenship?
The New York Times fails to connect
the Obama administration’s lax immigration policies to the influx of illegal immigrants, but their own reporting hints at
the increase in what they term “migrants.”
“While most men are held and processed
quickly for deportation, border authorities struggling to manage the influx have
been releasing pregnant women and parents with young children, allowing them
to join family members living here and
issuing them a deportation hearing notice,” writes Julia Preston for the Times.
“Migrants have sent word back home
they received a ‘permit’ to remain at least
temporarily in the United States, feeding
rumors along migrant routes and spurring
others to embark on the long journey.”
In other words, this treatment is encouraging what the Times calls “migration”—what should be correctly called
“illegal immigration”—across U.S. borders. “With no immigration detention site

equipped for women with children in the
area—the closest one, in Pennsylvania, is
overbooked—they are freed by the Border
Patrol with a bus ticket to travel to where
they have relatives in this country, and an
order to appear in immigration court in
30 days,” reports Preston. Yes, the U.S.
government is even supplying them with
bus tickets to speed these illegal aliens to
wherever they choose to go.
And, thus, the Times misinforms its
readers. Why isn’t it calling for more
Border Patrol resources to deal with this
problem? Is it because it supports amnesty for illegal aliens, instead? Indeed,
following its classic model, the Gray Lady
attributes criticisms of the administration
to “Republicans,” not concerned citizens,
thereby dismissing these views as more
partisan politics.t
This column was originally published
at Accuracy in Media.
Bethany Stotts is a freelance writer, and
former staff writer for Accuracy in Academia.
She blogs at http://bethanystotts.wordpress.
com
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Accuracy in Academia
Launches “Sex, Lies
and Women’s Studies”
Course

By Don Irvine

www.conservativeuniversity.org

A

ccuracy in Media’s sister organization—Accuracy in Academia—has
joined the online education world
by launching its first course, “Sex, Lies and
Women’s Studies.” The course consists of
six short lecture sessions, targeted at students who are looking for an alternative
to the usual left-wing curricula found at
most colleges and universities.
The classes are modeled after the wildly
popular Massive Online Open Courses
(MOOCs), which have sprung up over the
last few years, attracting thousands of people desiring to enhance their knowledge
without the high cost of college tuition.
Rather than spend 45 minutes or more
on lectures that may not be fully viewed
by a generation with very short attention
spans, Accuracy in Academia opted to
limit each class to roughly 10 minutes
each, which will increase the likelihood
that they will be viewed in their entirety.
But that really shouldn’t be a problem
based on the top-notch lineup of speakers
they have lined up for this effort.
The first class—“Deconstructing Women’s Studies”—features Karin Agness,
President of the Network of enlightened
Women (NeW). It provides an overview
of current women’s studies programs and
centers, and how they are failing to properly educate college females.
The second lecture—“Losing the War
on Poverty”—featuring Star Parker, President of the Center for Urban Renewal and
Education (CURE), addresses the fact that
America has lost the war on poverty, and
contends with other social issues in our
culture such as abortion-on-demand and
gay marriage.
Other classes featured Diana Furchgott-Roth of the Manhattan Institute,
syndicated columnist and author Mona
Charen, Hadley Heath of the Independent
Women’s Forum, and Kate Obenshain, an
6
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author and political commentator who is
frequently seen on Fox News.
The course was offered for free at www.
conservativeuniversity.org, where individual classes were released on a rolling
weekly basis for four weeks. In addition to
AIA, the “Sex, Lies & Women’s Studies”
course is also sponsored by the Independent Women’s Forum and the Network
of enlightened Women.t

NY Times “Confident”
Intern’s Reporting
is Accurate, Despite
Democratic Ties
By Don Irvine

T

he New York Times is standing up
for an intern whose reporting came
under fire after it was discovered
that he had worked in the past for some
Democratic politicians, including President Obama.
Teddy Schleifer, a David E. Rosenbaum
Reporting Fellow at the Times this summer, wrote an article about the recent Mississippi GOP Senate primary. The article
was criticized by conservatives as a “hit
piece,” and emblematic of the liberal bias
at the Times, since his connections to the
Democratic Party weren’t revealed by the
paper.
According to Schleifer’s resumé, which
is posted on his website, he has interned for
Democratic Delaware Gov. Jack Markel,
Education Secretary Arne Duncan and
President Obama’s reelection organization,
Obama for America.
Schleifer declined to talk with The Washington Post’s Paul Farhi, instead referring
questions to Philip B. Corbett, associate managing editor for standards at the
Times. Corbett told Farhi that the paper
was “confident that his work for us is solid,
accurate and fair, and that we can avoid
any potential conflicts of interest.”
Corbett doubled down when asked if he
thought readers would feel the same way
if they had been made aware of Schleifer’s
background. He told Fahri that he hoped
and expected that “fair-minded readers
will perceive our coverage as fair and accurate,” and that he is comfortable with
Schleifer’s work.
Translation: Since most of our readers
are liberals, they won’t have a problem.
It would be one thing if Schleifer was

writing an opinion column—but he’s
not. He is interning as a reporter—writing about political news in this case—but
there is little doubt that his Democratic
ties influence his reporting.
The Times had an opportunity to show
the public that they actually care about
fair and accurate reporting by reassigning Schleifer to a non-political beat, but
instead they have reaffirmed their commitment to liberal media bias by standing
behind him.t

MSNBC’s Chris Jansing
Slips Up; Says Obama is
From Kenya
By Don Irvine

SNBC’s Joy Reid may regret
having colleague Chris Jansing
on her program on August 5th
after Jansing, who was reporting on
the U.S.-Africa Leaders Summit that
took place in Washington, D.C., told
her that African leaders had great expectations for Obama since “he’s from
Kenya.”
Jansing was responding to a question from Reid about the summit
being a part of Obama’s legacy:
“Yeah, the fact that he’s from Kenya. And the fact that when he was
elected there were expectations
on the African continent that he
would do great things for them.”
Oops!
The Twitterverse was quick to react, as it usually is, in cases like this.
Jansing reappeared on the program
about 10 minutes later to correct
her statement by saying that she
meant to say it was Obama’s father who was from Kenya, but by
then the damage had been done.
At least Jansing knew that Africa
was a continent, unlike Vice President Joe Biden, who said it was a nation, when he addressed the summit.t

M

What you can do
Please send the enclosed postcards to:
t Chris Matthews of MSNBC, for his
claims about a “do-nothing Congress;”
t Joy Reid of MSNBC for her misinformation about who is responsible in the
Gaza conflictl;
t Ed Schultz of MSNBC for his attacks
on the GOP because he is a global warming zealot.

